The North American Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition (NASPGHAN) requests qualified members of the Society to apply for the position of Editor-In-Chief, Western Hemisphere, for JPGN Reports for the period of January 1, 2022 to December 31, 2026. The due date for this application is May 1, 2021.

JPGN Reports is the newly developed, peer reviewed, Open Access on line journal that is a companion journal to JPGN. JPGN is the official publication of NASPGHAN and the European Society of Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (ESPGHAN). JPGN is the premier international peer-reviewed journal for the field of pediatric gastroenterology, hepatology and nutrition. JPGN Reports provides a forum for exchange of information pertinent to the fields of gastroenterology, hepatology, and nutrition aimed to enhance the care of pediatric and young adult patients and for investigators to pursue related areas requiring further study. The journal fills a specific broadly inclusive niche for reports across the spectrum of clinical and translational research, from bench to public health, clinical study protocols, reports on scientific conferences and workshops, clinical reports of novel cases, and treatment opportunities in this field.

Brief Overview of Journal of Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition Reports

JPGN Reports was developed by JPGN, NASPGHAN, and ESPGHAN leaderships in 2019-20. The ownership of the journal, and copyright on subsequently published issues, belongs to NASPGHAN and ESPGHAN, with Wolters-Kluwer (WK) as publisher. JPGN Reports publishes novel case reports, images and videos, original articles, clinical trials protocols, review articles, short communications, letters to the editor, selected meeting proceedings, editorials and commentaries on all aspects of clinical and translational research, educational, and public health issues in the area of pediatric gastroenterology, hepatology, and nutrition. JPGN Reports also welcomes novel exploratory hypothesis-generating research, qualitative and quantitative epidemiologic research, studies of novel mechanisms and methodologies including public health interventions, hypothesis-generating small studies, methods papers, and translational research applicable for pediatric pathogenesis and physiology in health and disease.

The journal is entirely online and a compendium of published articles in the past three months is published online quarterly. JPGN Reports will initially have no impact factor; however after sufficient articles have been published and cited, an application for PubMed acceptance and an impact factor will be submitted.

JPGN is open access and available without cost, online. JPGN Reports has a dedicated website at jpgnreports.org.

Requirements for the Position of Editor of JPGN Reports

The editor must be an active NASPGHAN member with a sustained record of scientific achievement and publication in the field of pediatric gastroenterology, hepatology, or nutrition. The editor must possess a deep understanding of medical, scientific, and ethical publication issues and processes, high quality writing and editing skills, and the capacity to devote adequate time and energy to this project over the 5 year term of appointment (January 1, 2022 to December 31, 2026).

For more information: Full Application Process